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Abstrat

The European Spallation Soure Neutrino Super-Beam projet (ESSnuSB)

plans to use the powerful proton beam from the ESS lina to produe a

neutrino super beam in a dediated target. The super beam must onsist

of either muon neutrinos or muon antineutrinos and be direted towards an

underground detetor 540 km from the soure. A neutrino horn based on a

magneti toroid is normally employed for olleting the pions that emerge

from the target and soon after emit neutrinos as they deay. However,

the horn annot aept the nominal pulse from the lina due to ohmi

heating from the high urrent driving the struture. As an alternative,

we have studied the use of solenoids for pion olletion. The solenoids,

that would be made superonduting for ontinuous operation, are however

blind to the pion harge wherefore a harge separation stage is needed.

This report desribes our e�orts of ombining solenoid and dipole �elds

in order to ollet pions from the target and separate the pion harges

before they have time to deay. The study indiates that fousing with

solenoids is possible, but that simultaneous harge separation an only be

ahieved with limited e�ieny and aeptane in terms of pion divergene

and momentum. Further studies are required for full understanding of the

limitations.
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1 Introdution

As the European Spallation Soure (ESS) [1℄ is under onstrution in Lund,

Sweden, there are ongoing ativities aiming at exploiting the full physis poten-

tial of the ESS. The main objetive is of ourse neutron prodution for neutron

sattering experiments, and that relies on the aeleration of a 62.5mA proton

beam distributed over 2.86ms bunh trains at 14Hz, to an energy of 2.0GeV

[2℄. This world-unique beam power of 5MW o�ers opportunities to study the

physis beyond the material siene primarily targeted. For example, there is a

plan to study neutron-antineutron osillations and neutron deay in a beamline

dediated to fundamental physis [3℄.

Another projet based on the ESS lina is the ESS Neutrino Super Beam

(ESSnuSB) study [4℄. ESSnuSB intends to use the unpreedented beam power to

produe neutrinos, in a seond target station, and detet some of these neutrinos

in an underground mine far from the neutrino prodution. Through this sheme

one means to measure neutrino osillations at the seond osillation maximum,

with the goal of disovering the long-sought CP violation in the leptoni setor.

Sine neutrinos are elusive partiles that rarely interat with matter it is essential

to have an intense proton beam at the generation stage, and a large detetor

volume at the detetion loation. By doubling the duty fator of the lina from

4% to 8%, possibly by simply doubling the pulse repetition rate, one ould have

5MW beam on the neutron target and 5MW on the neutrino target.

To generate a neutrino �ux at the far detetor of su�ient intensity requires

e�ient olletion of harged pions generated in the target, whih later deay

and form the neutrino super-beam. The magneti struture normally employed

for this task, alled a magneti horn, was invented by S. van der Meer [5℄ and

onsists of a toroidal magnet where the partiles that are produed at a large angle

are fored bak into the forward diretion by the magneti �eld. The partiles

must ross the walls of the struture in order to reah the �eld region, whih is

generated by a urrent of the order of 350 kA �owing through the walls. This

enormous urrent results in signi�ant heating of the ondutor, heating whih

an only be sustained for a very short time. The nominal ESS pulse duration

of 2.86ms is two orders of magnitude too long and need to be redued before

it reahes the horn. Energy deposition from partiles that traverse the horn

surfae makes it partiularly di�ult to make a superonduting horn, whih

would enable DC operation. Instead, the proton pulse that arrives at the horn

must be shortened. The plan at ESSnuSB is to ompress the proton pulse in one

or several aumulator rings loated at the end of the lina. Using the ring the

2.86ms pulse an be redued to 1.32µs [6℄.

Unfortunately, the need for an aumulator ring brings more neessary hanges

to the lina. The high intensity of the ESS beam poses a hallenge for the in-

jetion into the ring, whih an be helped by harge exhange. This means that,

instead of a proton beam, an H−
beam is injeted and stripped from the two
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eletrons just after the injetion point. This, however, means that the lina must

aelerate H−
in addition to the nominal proton beam. In addition, spae harge

e�ets in the ring may limit the maximum intensity in the aumulator ring to

half or a fourth of the nominal ESS pulse. If so, the H−
beam pulse must be

restrutured into four shorter pulses spaed at 70Hz, in between the nominal

proton pulses. Furthermore, the aeleration of two di�erent beam partiles is

a big hallenge from a beam optis point of view, on top of the tehnial issues

brought by the required seond injetion. Together, these hanges to the ESS

lina means a larger risk to the neutron prodution together with a higher ost

for the projet. The ultimate way of avoiding these issues would be to �nd a pion

olletor that diretly aepts the full 2.86ms pulse from the ESS lina.

2 Physis and Detetion

When protons from the ESS lina penetrate the neutrino target, nulear proesses

our that result in the emission of seondary partiles, harged pions among

others. A positively harged pion deays into an anti-muon and a muon neutrino,

as shown at the top of Fig. 1 (a). The muon neutrino then travels through the

surfae of the earth and further on to the far detetor, where it will be deteted,

at some probability. Along the way some of these muon neutrinos will osillate,

i.e. will hange �avor and be identi�ed as eletron neutrinos, when they reah

the detetor. If the total �ux of muon neutrinos at the target is known, the

fration of osillated partiles an be determined. A omparison will be made

of the spetrum of osillated neutrinos starting from positive pions and of the

spetrum from negative pions, Fig. 1(). This is equivalent to omparing the

osillation probabilities for partile and anti-partile and is thus a handle on CP

violation in the leptoni setor.

The detetor foreseen for the ESSnuSB projet is an adapted design of the

MEMPHYS detetor [7, 8℄ developed for the EUROnu projet [9℄. It onsists of

half a Megaton volume of lear water, surrounded by photomultipliers. When

a neutrino interats with nulear partiles in the detetor, seondary leptons

are emitted. As the speed of these leptons is higher than the speed of light in

the detetor medium, meaning water, a shok wave of light, alled Cherenkov

radiation, is emitted. This light propagates through the rystal-lear water as

a ring and is piked up by the photomultipliers. A rather di�use light burst is

emitted when an eletron neutrino interats in the detetor, ompared to the

well de�ned ring of light deteted after a muon neutrino interation. Thus the

detetor an sense the neutrino �avor. In order to distinguish a neutrino from an

anti-neutrino, however, a magneti �eld through the detetor would be needed.

In a magneti �eld, the harged seondary partiles will follow trajetories of

whih the urvature depends on the mass-to-harge ratio. Suh a detetor, e.g.

one based on magnetized liquid argon, has been foreseen for similar long baseline
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Figure 1: Full deay hain of the pions: The π+
meson deay emits an anti-muon

and a muon neutrino (a). The anti-muon deays further and emits a positron, an

eletron neutrino and an muon anti-neutrino (b). The π−
meson emits a muon

and a muon anti-neutrino (). The muon deays further and emits an eletron,

an eletron anti-neutrino and a muon neutrino (d).

experiments, suh as the LBNE projet [10, 11℄, but is both more omplex and

expensive - if even feasible in the ase of ESSnuSB - to realize and maintain. To

this end, ESSnuSB plans for a water detetor, blind to lepton harge, implying

that it must be ensured already at the prodution stage that the super-beam

onsists purely of either muon neutrinos or muon anti-neutrinos. The neutrino

seletion will take plae through fousing of π+
while defoussing or disarding

the π−
, and vie versa. Figure 2 shows an overview of the projet, from the

proton beam on the target, via pion to muon or eletron neutrino in the detetor.

Figure 1 shows the deay hain of the π−
meson. Shown at the top is the emitted

muon neutrino that is used to form a super-beam. In π−
mode, all muon anti-

neutrinos oming from the deay of a π+
will ontaminate the experiment. The

same goes for the neutrinos emerging from the further deay of the daughter

muon, whih must be absorbed before it deays.

With the detetor plaed 540 km from the neutrino soure, less than 50 events

per year are expeted, a number whih depends on the atual value of the CP

violating phase. In Ref. [12℄ the performane of the ESSnuSB experiment is

treated in detail.

3 Requirements from the Experiment

The small number of events expeted at the detetor makes the experiment sen-

sitive to both systemati and statistial errors. The pion olletor plays a key

role in reduing these errors and it needs to ful�ll a number of requirements that

will be explained here.
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Figure 2: A sketh of the full experiment, starting with the protons from the ESS

lina to the megaton water detetor.

3.1 Fousing e�ieny

With the pion olletor we wish to rediret a highly divergent group of pions

towards the detetor loation, in large that means point-to-parallel fousing.

However, irrespetive of the level of fousing of the pions there will be an ad-

ditional smearing of the neutrino distribution oming from the kinematis of the

pion deay. The smearing e�et an be alulated, thus providing us with the

auray of fousing that the olletor should provide. To this end, we onsider

the angular distribution of the deay in the enter-of-mass frame, together with

the Lorentz boost due to the pion momentum.

Table 1: The pion and muon mass and mean life time in the rest frame.

partile property symbol value unit

π±
mass mπ 139.57 MeV/

2

π±
life time τπ 26 ns

µ±
mass mµ 105.66 MeV/

2

µ±
life time τµ 2200 ns

In the rest frame of the pion, i.e. the enter of mass (ms) frame, the neutrino

and the muon are emitted bak to bak. That means, assuming that the neutrino

mass is negligible, that their momenta, pν and pµ, are equal in value but opposite

in diretion, and uniquely de�ned as [13℄

pν = pµ =
m2

π
−m2

µ

2mπ

c ≈ 30 MeV/c (1)

where c is the speed of light, mπ the pion mass and mµ the mass of the muon,

both at rest, the values of whih are listed in Table 1. The distribution in di-

retion, or emission angle θ with respet to the traveling diretion of the pion, is
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uniform in the ms frame. In the boosted frame, the lab frame, there is a weighted

probability that the neutrino will be emitted in a ertain diretion. This proba-

bility distribution ρ(θ) depends on the energy of the deaying pion and looks as

following:

ρ(θ) =
1

2
sin θ

1− β2

(1− β cos θ)2
(2)

with β = vc =
√

1− 1/γ2
being the relativisti pion speed. The higher the energy

of the pion, the more boosted in the forward diretion is the emission of the

seondary partiles, as is shown in Fig. 3 for three pion momenta orresponding

to γ = 2, 4 and 6. By looking at how the peak of the density distribution moves as

the pion momentum inreases we an extrat the most probable emission angle as

a funtion of the pion momentum. Figure 4 shows this relation, where we denote

the most probable emission angle as 〈θ〉. At pion momentum pπ = 600MeV/ we

obtain 〈θ〉 = 0.13 rad ≈ 7◦. The lower bound (lower dashed line), at whih the

density is half of the maximum value, is 0.04 rad and the upper bound (upper

dashed line) 0.32mrad. Sine the neutrino emission angle annot be redued

through fousing we onlude that the angle 〈θ〉 sets the limit to whih auray

we need to fous pions.
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Figure 3: The probability density ρ(θ) of the neutrino emission as a funtion of

emission angle θ in the lab frame for di�erent pion momenta.
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Figure 4: The most probable neutrino emission angle 〈θ〉 as a funtion of the pion

momentum pπ in the lab frame. The dashed lines orrespond to the left and right

bounds where the probability density is redued to half of its maximum value,

see Fig. 3.

3.2 Chromati aberration

The emission angle of the neutrino has a diret orrelation with the neutrino

energy in the lab frame, given by the kinemati relation

pν =
1

2

m2
π
c4 −m2

µ
c4

Eπ − pπc cos θ
(3)

where Eπ =
√

p2
π
c2 +m2

π
c4 and θ is the angle that the neutrino makes with the

pion trajetory in the lab frame. Figure 5 shows the distribution in Eq. 3 for three

spei� ases where the pion energy orresponds to γ = 2, γ = 4 and γ = 6. To
obtain the �nal neutrino distribution in energy and diretion we must onvolute

the equivalent pion distribution with the relation in Eq. 3, a alulation I will

omit here.

3.3 Contamination

The long baseline experiment has one ultimate goal: to measure the neutrino os-

illation ratio of partile/antipartile by measuring the spetra of muon neutrinos

and eletron neutrinos. It is of utmost importane that the neutrino super-beam

onsists purely of muon neutrinos (> 99% [14℄) in order not to ontaminate the

experiment. The two main soures of ontamination beomes lear from looking

at the deay hains of π±
in Fig. 1. The �rst soure originates from the fat

that the detetor is blind to harge, i.e. that a neutrino and an anti-neutrino
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Figure 5: The orrelation between neutrino momentum and emission angle with

respet to the pion trajetory in the lab frame, shown for three pion energies (γ).

give rise to idential signals. Having pions of the undesired sign in the neutrino

beam means that we are looking at partile and antipartile at the same time. In

the target, π+
are produed at a higher rate than the π−

, approximately with a

ratio of 1.66 [15℄, see Table 2 where the number of partiles produed per proton

on target are listed for the four most abundant partile speies. Nevertheless,

there is enough pions of the wrong sign to perturb the measurement. The olle-

tor must therefore have the vital funtionality of fousing one pion harge while

diverging the other, something that is intrinsi to the van der Meer horn.

Table 2: Number of partiles produed per proton on target (p.o.t.). These

numbers have been obtained through a FLUKA simulation.

partile: π+ π− µ+ µ−

#/p.o.t.: 0.29 0.17 3 · 10−4 7 · 10−4

The seond soure of ontamination is the further deay of the muon anti-

muon emitted together with the muon neutrino. An eletron neutrino is emitted

when the anti-muon deays as shown in Fig. 1. Suh neutrinos would pollute the

osillation measurement by falsely indiating a higher osillation ratio. Apart

from eliminating the pions of the wrong sign, the fousing system must be de-

signed in suh a way that the number of pions that deay is maximized with

respet to the number of muons that have time to deay. The total energy and

the life time of pions and muons, given in Tab. 1, will thus in�uene the maximum

length allowed for the fousing system and the length of the deay tunnel. We

need to both fous pions of one harge and dispose the pions of the other harge

before the pions start deaying. In addition, we need a deay tunnel whih allows

for a maximum number of pions to deay while a minimum amount of the muons
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deay before they are absorbed at the end of the tunnel.

We use the numbers from Tab. 1 to estimate the distane traveled by a partile

before deay. If the total energy of a relativisti partile is E and its rest mass

m0 we get a relativisti Lorentz fator γ = E/m0c
2
whih helps us to alulate

the mean life time of the partile in the lab frame τ = γτ0 where τ0 is the mean

life time in the rest frame. Using the Lorentz fator we an also alulate the

speed v of the partile sine v = β/c and β =
√

1− 1/γ2
. Beause of the high

speed, the partile will experiene length ontration. Inversely, the lab frame

will observe time dilation. The end result, in the lab frame, is that the partile

will reah further than expeted before it deays. We an alulate the mean

distane d traveled before deay, seen from the lab frame:

d = vτ = c
√

1− 1/γ2 · γτ0 = cτ0
√

γ2 − 1 . (4)

Expressed in momentum p and rest mass m0 we get

d = cτ0
pc

m0c2
. (5)

As an example we look at a pion with total energy E = 500MeV. That means

that γ ≈ 3.6 and v = 0.96c. The mean distane traveled by the pion before deay

is then dlab = 27m. Compare this to the distane alulated diretly from the

life time in the rest frame d0 = 7.5m.

We an also use the half life to estimate the distane from the soure at whih

1% of the pions have deayed. For γ = 3.6 this is only 0.37m, whih gives the

order of the maximum length of the harge separation system.

Let us now onsider a pion and a muon with the same momentum. The ratio

of distane traveled by the two partiles is then given by

dπ
dµ

=
τπ
τµ

mµc
2

mπc2
≈ 0.009 (6)

The lifetime of the two partiles thus work to our advantage, sine at the same

momentum the muon travels almost 100 times longer before it deays. The on-

tamination from muon deay is thus suppressed by shortening the deay tunnel

behind the olletor. However, it needs to be long enough for the pions to deay

so that the neutrino intensity is maximized. The optimum length whih bal-

anes these fators has been estimated to 25m [15℄. In this length about 50%

of the pions have deayed but very few of the muons. A longer tunnel does not

signi�antly inrease the signal level but learly inreases the ontamination level.

To onlude, we have identi�ed the funtions to be ful�lled by the pion ol-

letor and following deay hannel as follows:

1. The pions must be foused towards the detetor to an auray suh that

the �nal divergene is dominated by the pion deay kinematis. In this ase

it means a maximum divergene around a few tens of milliradians.
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2. The pions must be harge-separated at the soure.

3. The deay of pions must be negligible before the harge separation beomes

e�etive. This requirement limits the length of the harge separation system

to of the order of a meter.

4. The length of the deay tunnel must optimize the neutrino beam signal-to-

noise ratio.

4 The Soure

The target design intended for the ESSnuSB is an adaptation of a design made

through the EUROnu projet [16℄. It onsists of a ylindrial anister ontaining

a paked bed of titanium spheres, ooled with old high-pressure helium gas. The

target ylinder, 78 m long and 3 m diameter, is plaed in a �eld free region inside

the neutrino horn. The pion distribution expeted from this target is shown in

Fig. 6 and was obtained through a FLUKA simulation [17, 18℄ using a 2GeV

proton beam. Here, the distribution in pion momentum and exit angle with

respet to the proton beam diretion, is displayed. The distribution in horizontal

position and horizontal momentum is shown in Figs. 7, whih illustrates some

of the hallenges of the fousing system: Both the wide angular spread and the

momentum distribution all for a large aeptane system.
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Figure 6: Pion distribution generated with FLUKA. A 2GeV proton beam was

used in the simulation. The intensity (olor) sale is logarithmi.

In Fig. 8 we look at the distribution in detail. Figure 8(a) shows a histogram of

the transverse exit position of the pions, expressed in r =
√
x2 + y2, the distane
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Figure 7: A histogram of the horizontal position x and momentum px of all pions
when they exit the target, generated with FLUKA. The intensity (olor) sale is

logarithmi.

from the axis and the enter of the target. Almost all partiles - 98.9% - exit the

target at r = 1.5 m, meaning through the side wall of the ylinder. Only 0.4%

exit through the front end ap and 0.75% are baksattered. In Fig. 8(b) we look

at the angle θ that the exiting partile trajetory makes with the longitudinal

axis. The distribution in angle is very wide and peaks at 0.5 rad with a full width

at half maximum (fwhm) of over 1 rad. If we look at a more narrow momentum

span, here 600MeV/±60MeV/, the width is dereased to 0.7 rad.

As illustrated here, the pions emerging from the target di�er from a onven-

tional beam in more than one sense: 1) It has a very wide momentum distribu-

tion, whih leads to hromati e�ets in both the pion olletion and the neutrino

emission; 2) The angular distribution is equally wide and hallenging to handle;

3) The �beam� onsists of mainly two partile speies, one of whih needs to be

disarded. While the van der Meer Horn an handle these three hallenges with

a reasonable e�ieny, the hallenge is to identify a olletor based on a solenoid

that ould do the same. In the setions that follow that will be treated.

5 A Solenoid Colletor: Bakground

With a superonduting solenoid instead of a normal-onduting horn for pion

olletion, the ESSnuSB projet will pro�t from a substantial redution in ost

and omplexity. The pion olletor ould then be powered ontinuously instead of

in pulsed mode, whih means that the nominal ESS proton pulse an be aepted

diretly from the lina. It also means that neither the aumulator ring for pulse
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Figure 8: A loser look at the pion distribution reveals that the vast majority of

the pions exit the target through the side of the ylinder and not through the

end ap (a). The pions that exit with a diretion in the forward hemisphere are

distributed in angle θ with respet to the forward diretion as shown in (b). If we

zoom in on the pions with momentum 600MeV ±10% we see that the distribution

beomes more narrow but still with a peak at nearly 0.5 rad, i.e. 28

◦
.

ompression nor the H

−
operation of the lina would be needed.

The advantages of a solenoid olletor has been reognised by other super-

beam projets, by studies for future muon olliders and assoiated neutrino fato-

ries, and as part of other systems whih rely on the fousing of seondary partiles

from a target, suh as positron soures. This study ontinuous the researh and

development done for other projets. A short survey of previous studies will be

presented here.

With the prospet of a muon ollider and an assoiated neutrino fatory at

Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) [19℄ e�orts were made to assess the per-

formane of a solenoid olletion system in the early 21st entury. Like other

neutrino fatory projets, the goal of the pion olletion was to math the daugh-

ter muons to an aelerator aeptane. The neutrinos then result from the

muon deay in straight setions of the muon aelerator. The olletor under

study inluded a tapered solenoid and a liquid merury jet. Experimental tests

of the liquid merury jet target were performed at BNL, the results of whih are

disussed in Ref. [19℄. In addition, a fousing system based on solenoids taper-

ing from a maximum �eld of 20T to the minimum 1.25T was designed [20, 21℄.

This system, onnoted as adiabati devie, is based on a similar fousing sheme

designed by Chehab for a positron soure at LAL [22℄ in 1983.

The adiabati devie was �rst introdued by Helm at SLAC already in 1962 [23℄

and has been used mainly for positron soures. The advantage of the tapered

sheme to a simple solenoid is the inreased aeptane of transverse momentum.

The ontinuous derease in magneti �eld is aompanied by an inrease of the

bore radius in order to transform a small, highly divergent soure to a large but
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parallel pion distribution. In Ref. [24℄ from 2001 Chehab makes a theoretial om-

parison of the adiabati devie, a simple solenoid, and a third system alled the

quarter-wave transformer (QWT). The latter onsists of two solenoids: a short

solenoid with strong magneti �eld followed by a long solenoid with weak �eld.

The QWT, whih is also ommonly used at positron soures, an thus be on-

sidered as an intermediate step between the single solenoid and the ontinuously

tapered adiabati devie.

The work on a liquid merury jet surrounded by a high �eld solenoid olletor

was ontinued by Kirk et al.. The study led to a proof-of-priniple experiment

in 2008, MERIT, of a pulsed superonduting 15T solenoid [25℄, intended for a

4MW proton beam from the hypothetial Super AGS proton driver, an upgrade

of the Alternating Gradient Synhrotron (AGS) at BNL. The design �eld of

15T was reahed in 2006. Similarly, CERN has been involved in a study for

a neutrino fatory as a step towards a muon ollider. There, B. Autin and Ph.

Royer investigated the possibilities of using a superonduting solenoid instead of

the van der Meer horn [26℄, also around the turn of the entury, 2000. No further

results were reported until very reently, when Hansen published a thesis on the

topi [27℄. Hansen has been working on the optimization of a pion olletor for a

neutrino fatory. Similarly to the previous CERN study, the system is based on

a liquid merury jet, and a strongly tapered magneti �eld.

Diwan et al. have also studied the use of solenoid fousing for a neutrino

super-beam, detailed in Ref. [28℄ from 2001. Diwan, Kahn and Palmer ame as

far as to, in Ref. [29℄ from 1999, ompare the fousing e�ieny of a solenoid

system with a van der Meer horn, with the onlusion that the solenoid performs

even better than the horn in the energy range of 0.45 < Eν < 1.28. Note, though,
that this investigation was made for a proton beam energy of 28.3GeV, i.e. ten

times higher than ESSnuSB. In this ase, the seondary pions are less divergent

and therefore �easier� to ollet. In Ref. [30℄ from 2006, Kahn also points out that

they were unable to maintain the fousing of the pions as they left the magneti

�eld. While for a neutrino fatory this is less of an issue, sine it is enough

to math the pion distribution with to the aelerator aeptane, at a limited

distane from the target, it implies a signi�ant loss in olletion e�ieny for

super-beam projets.

In addition, muon ollider and neutrino fatory studies are not ompelled to

early transverse pion harge separation but an perform transverse or longitudinal

harge separation of the muons later down stream, see e.g. Chehab in Ref. [24℄.

For the super-beam ase, Kahn suggests inserting a dipole in between solenoids

in the suggested tapered system, though that sheme was never tested [31℄ and

the study was not pursued further.

In onlusion, there are several previous studies showing promising results,

but several important steps are missing in proving the suitability of a solenoid

olletor. Su�ient olletion e�ieny was shown by Diwan, Kahn and Palmer,

given ertain beam onditions. The most important piee missing is the harge
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seletion sheme, the performane of whih is essential for the CP violation ex-

periment with a non-magnetized detetor. In the remainder of this report I will

disuss the fousing properties of solenoid systems, and attempts to add a harge

seletion step, for the spei� beam onditions of the ESSnuSB.

6 The solenoidal �eld

The solenoid magnet is haraterized by a magneti �eld solely in the longitudinal

diretion, whih makes it an axisymmetri system. An ideal solenoid has a on-

stant, homogeneous �eld Bz inside the magnet and no �eld outside the magnet.

In reality, the solenoid is onstruted from urrent loops around the axis, whih

generates the magneti �eld at the enter of the loops. We an alulate the

magneti �eld on the axis indued by eletri urrent loops surrounding the axis

by applying Biot-Savard's law, whih will not be shown here. The �eld strength

is maximum at the enter of the magnet and dereases on the sides, and strethes

longitudinally outside the urrent windings as so alled end �eld, see Fig. 9. For

many appliations, however, we an assume the ideal hard-edge model shown in

the same �gure. Here, the integral from one �eld-free region to the �eld-free re-

gion on the other side is the same in the two ases. By �eld-free we have assumed

that the residual �eld is a fator 10−4
weaker than the maximum �eld.
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Figure 9: The magneti �eld on axis along the axis for a hard-edge model solenoid

ompared with a solenoid where the end �eld is taken into aount.

To the �rst order, the �eld inside the magnet is homogeneous, independent of

the radial position. For aurate traking of a divergent beam, suh as the pion

beam from the ESS neutrino target, higher order orretions to the �eld are im-

portant. In this report, we ontent ourselves with the �rst-order approximation.

Now, we want to look at the e�et of the solenoid on partiles of harge e. As
a �rst approah we onsider partiles that stay lose to the entral axis so that the
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paraxial approximation an be applied. We an then treat partile propagation

through a solenoid, or any other magnet, as optial rays passing through lenses.

We let a so-alled transfer matrix represent eah magneti element and ombine

the matries to form a series of aelerator omponents. In this way we an study

the ation of one or several magnet on a partile or partile distribution.

In Ref. [32℄ Royer gives a thorough desription of the solenoid magneti �eld,

inluding the transfer matrix representing a solenoid in the hard-edge model. The

solenoid transfer matrix an be onstruted as a produt of three matries. The

�rst matrix

M1 = Medge(α) =











1 0 0 0
0 1 α 0
0 0 1 0
−α 0 0 1











(7)

represents the entrane edge of the solenoid, where the partile is given an az-

imuthal kik α = eB/2p due to the hange in magneti �eld in the longitudinal

diretion. Here, B is the longitudinal magneti �eld on axis, e is the elementary

harge and p the momentum of the partile. Inside the magneti �eld region

the partile follows a helial trajetory with a radius rh = p⊥/eB that inreases

with the transverse momentum p⊥. The rotation frequeny is alled the Lar-

mor frequeny and is given by ω = eB/2γm. The number of turns nL depends

of ourse on the length of the magnet and on the longitudinal momentum as

nL = eBL/(2πp). The matrix

M2 = Mrot =











1 L
θ
sin θ 0 L

θ
(1− cos θ)

0 cos θ 0 sin θ
0 −L

θ
(1− cos θ) 1 L

θ
sin θ

0 − sin θ 0 cos θ











(8)

desribes this rotation, where θ = eBL/p is the ompleted angle. At the exit

edge, again the partile reeives a kik, now in the opposite diretion ompared

to at the entrane, thus eliminating the azimuthal momentum given there.

M3 = Medge(−α) =











1 0 0 0
0 1 −α 0
0 0 1 0
α 0 0 1











(9)

The total e�et of the solenoid on the beam is then given by the matrix Msol

whih is a ombination of the matries above. We then have

Msol = M3M2M1 =











C2 CS/α CS S2/α
−CSα C2 −S2α CS
−CS −S2/α C2 CSα
S2α −CS −CSα C2











(10)
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with C = cos(θ/2), S = sin(θ/2), θ = 2Lα and α = eB/2p
We an of ourse also onsider only a part of the solenoid. For example, if the

partile soure is plaed inside the solenoid there will be no �entrane kik�. Suh

a situation an be expressed by the matrix Mhalf = Medge(−α)Mrot(L
′) where L′

is the e�etive length from the soure to the exit edge of the solenoid.

With the transfer matrix we an easily propagate a single partile or an en-

semble of partiles through a solenoid. The main disadvantage of the transfer

matrix approah is that end �elds are not taken into aount. If end �elds play a

signi�ant role we must turn to Reiser's detailed treatment of solenoids and other

axisymmetrial systems in Ref. [33℄. Reiser derives an equation that desribes

the evolution of the beam radius r, or beam envelope, in suh a system. The

paraxial ray envelope equation, (eq. 3.49 in Ref. [33℄) reads

r′′ +
γ′

γβ2
r′ +

γ′′

2γβ2
r +

(

qB

2mcγβ

)2

r −
(

pθ
mcγβ

)2
1

r3
= 0 (11)

but an be simpli�ed signi�antly when there is no aeleration or deeleration,

i.e. when γ′ = γ′′ = 0. In Eq. (11) pθ = γmr2θ̇+eAθr is the anonial momentum

where Aθ depends on the �eld at the soure point.

In the oming setion we will use Eq. (11) to study the fousing ation of

solenoids.

6.1 Solenoid fousing

The foal length of a solenoid an be alulated either from the transfer matrix or

from Reiser's Eq. 3.144 in Ref. [33℄, whih takes the end �elds into aount. Let

us onsider a magnet with �eld strength B(z) on the axis. A partile of harge e,
mass m and relativisti speed and Lorentz fator β and γ will see a foal length

of

1

f
=

(

e

2mcβγ

)2
∫ z2

z1

B(z)2dz (12)

For a hard-edge model where B(z) = 0 outside the magnet and B(z) = B0 inside

the magnet of length L we obtain a simple expression for the foal length:

1

f
=

(

eB0

2mcβγ

)2

L =

(

eB0

2p

)2

L (13)

where p is the momentum of the partile.

To get a feeling for these numbers we alulate the foal strength based on

the same beam parameters as before: E = 500MeV/ whih gives p = 480MeV/

for pions. For a moderate magnet �eld strength of B0 = 2T inside a magnet of

length L = 1m and B = 0 outside. That leaves us with a foal length f = 2.6m.

If we inrease the �eld strength to 10T we redue the foal length f = 10 m.
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That means that for the strong �elds that have been foreseen so far for solenoid

olletors the foal length is muh smaller than the atual magnet length, whih

in this ase is equal to one Larmor wavelength.

The partiular fousing we want to ahieve is to transform the very divergent

pion �beam� into an almost parallel beam. Beause of the large distanes we an

onsider it as point-to-parallel fousing. In Ref. [34℄ K. MDonald uses a hard-

edge model of a solenoid to demonstrate that a solenoid an fous partiles of any

energy if the soure is plaed outside of the magneti �eld. The same onlusion

an be drawn either through the use of the transfer matrix, or by numerially

solving the paraxial ray equation, Eq. (11). See Fig. 10 for an example.
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Figure 10: If the soure is plaed well outside the magnet, where the end �eld

is very weak, a simple solenoid is enough to ahieve point-to-parallel fousing,

assuming paraxial ray onditions.

In the same report, MDonald shows that if the soure is loated inside the

magnet, suh hard-edge model solenoid only ahieves point-to-parallel fousing

for a disrete seletion of partile momenta in the transverse plane, given by

Pn =
eB0L

(2n+ 1)πc
n = 0, 1, 2, ... (14)

where L is the length of the magnet with onstant �eld strength B0 on axis along

the axis. As usual, e is the elementary harge and c is the speed of light. However

straightforward it is to analytially arrive to the same onlusion, it is hallenging

to ahieve this disrete fousing in pratie. As soon as we onsider the end �elds

along the axis of the magnet the relation does no longer hold. We illustrate this

with an example in Fig. 11 where we show the beam envelope evolution from the

enter of a solenoid to a few meters behind it. The magneti �eld is optimized

for reduing the �nal divergene of a beam with momentum P0. The divergene
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of higher order momenta P1 and P2 is not equally minimized, as stated in Eq. 14,

though redued ompared to the initial divergene shown as a referene with the

dashed line.
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Figure 11: Target inside a single solenoid optimized for quasi point-to-parallel

fousing at the momentum P0. Point-to-parallel fousing is not reahed for the

higher-order momenta stated in Eq. 14.

The explanation to the fat that the envelope grows as soon as the magneti

�eld strength dereases is to be found in the �rst assumptions of the envelope

equation, that the anonial momentum in the azimuthal diretion pθ is a onstant
of motion in an axisymmetrial system. This, alled Bush's theorem, an be

expressed as

pθ = mγr2
dθ

dt
+

eBzr
2

2
= constant . (15)

If the soure of radius r0 is plaed inside the magnet where the �eld is B0, at whih

point dθ/dt = 0, we an alulate this onstant of motion to be pθ = eB0r
2
0/2.

After the magnet, as the magneti �eld Bz goes to zero and the azimuthal angle

remains unhanged, i.e. dθ/dt = 0 again, we get that the radius r inevitably

grows. This implies that, in an analytial sense, it is impossible to fous a beam

using one solenoid if the beam partiles are born inside the magneti �eld.

A solution to the fundamental limitation stated by Bush's theorem is to let the

envelope grow slowly by adding a weak magneti �eld behind the �rst stronger

solenoid. This ombination of a short but strong solenoid followed by a long but

weak solenoid, sometimes alled the quarter-wave transformer [24℄, transforms a

small but highly divergent beam into a large, quasi-parallel beam. An example

is shown in Fig. 12, where we have reovered the point-to-parallel fousing from

Fig. 10 but with the target plaed inside the �rst magnet. These results, however,

hold only for a beam with a narrow energy distribution. To inrease the energy
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aeptane we turn to the so-alled adiabati devie [22℄. Instead of two solenoids,

we use a ontinuously dereasing magneti �eld aompanied with an inrease of

the bore radius, so that the highly divergent beam is allowed to slowly expand

while losing transverse momentum. The tapering of the �eld B and the bore

radius R along the longitudinal oordinate z is desribed by

B(z) =
B0

1 + az
R(z) = R0

√
1 + az (16)

where B0 and R0 are the �eld and aperture, respetively, at the beginning of the

magnet, where the target is loated. The parameter a a�ets the fousing and

also the aeptane in transverse momentum [29℄. An example of suh fousing

is shown in Fig. 13. Figures 10, 12 and 13 all show the same beam parameters:

relativisti Lorentz fator γ = 4, initial radius r0 = 10mm, and initial divergene

r′0 = 100mrad.
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Figure 12: Quarter wave transformer: A strong but short solenoid followed by

a long weak solenoid. With this setup it is possible to ahieve at least quasi

point-to-parallel fousing.

Now, we look at the fousing potential for varying partile momentum. In

Fig. 14 we have used the same transverse beam parameters and the same simple

solenoid as in Fig. 10 and we look at the envelope evolution for partiles with

Lorentz fators γ = 3, 4 and 5. We see strong divergene after the solenoid for the

non-mathed energies. The same ase is shown for the quarter-wave transformer

in Fig. 15, though the fousing is smoother and the energy aeptane is improved.

Even slightly better is the adiabati devie in Fig. 16.

Here, eah system as been optimized to math spei� onditions but will

aept small deviations from the same. The results are not neessarily in line

with the �nal aeptane of these three systems. To establish that extensive

studies, moving away from the paraxial approximation, would be required.
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Figure 13: The adiabati devie: A tapered magneti �eld gives the best energy

aeptane for quasi point-to-parallel fousing.
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Figure 14: Changing the partile momentum means that we lose the fousing.

6.2 Charge separation

The harge seletion apability of the pion fousing sheme is indispensable. Sine

a solenoid fouses both positive and negative partiles in a similar manner, we

add a dipole �eld to the system. As a �rst approah, we ignore the fousing and

onsider the harge seletion only.

We start from the angular distribution of π+
and π−

in the horizontal plane,

x, displayed in Fig. 17. All pions traveling in the bakward diretion have been

disarded, whih aounts for the abrupt drop at ±π/2. With these strong tails,

it is lear that the separation must be substantial. As a �rst rude estimation

of the degree of separation needed we apply a hypothetial dipole �eld in the
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Figure 15: Also the quarter-wave transformer works best as a narrow-band ol-

letor and has been used as suh in positron soures [35℄.
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Figure 16: With the tapered �eld the momentum aeptane is inreased but is

far from omplete.

vertial diretion so that eah partile is de�eted in the horizontal plane. The

de�etion angle, φ(p) = φ0p0/p depends on the partile momentum p, where
φ0 is the de�etion angle for partiles with momentum p0 = 400MeV/. The

diretion of de�etion depends on the pion harge. Behind the dipole �eld, the

horizontal angular distribution of partiles form two partially overlapping peaks.

An example, where φ0 = 1 rad has been used, is shown in Fig. 18. Now we

assume that we ollet pions with a ertain aeptane ±δ around the entral

de�etion angle. By omparing the number of pions of eah harge olleted

within this aeptane we an alulate the ontamination levels. In Fig. 18, the

aeptane is δ = 0.2 rad and is marked with gray bands around the entral angle

φ0 = 1 rad. We observe that beause of the large momentum spread and the
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nonlinear dispersion the peaks are not loated at the entral de�etion angle.
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Figure 17: The horizontal angular distribution of the π+
and the π−

mesons,

where all the harged pions traveling in the bakward hemisphere have been

disarded. There are 1.66 times more π+
than π−

produed.

By varying the de�etion angle, or separation angle φ0 we an identify the

separation level needed to reah <1% ontamination. Figure 19 indiates that for

δ = 0.2 rad this ours at around 0.9 rad. At this separation angle, however, the

density peak is far from the aeptane band, whih means a redued e�ieny.

Although, it is possible to shift the aeptane band to around the peak it would

inrease the ontamination. In order to simultaneously keep the ontamination

low and the olletion e�ieny high we must redue the angular spread before

we attempt to separate the harges. In pratie, this means that we need to �rst

fous and then apply a dipole �eld. In the next setion we will look at a design

of suh a sheme.

7 Simultaneous fousing and harge separation

In the previous hapter we looked at the fousing apabilities of solenoid systems.

In addition, we onluded that it is neessary to ollet the pions before we add

a dipole �eld for harge separation. Here, we try a sheme that ombines the

fousing and harge separating funtions. A requirement for the system is that

the absorber/disperser is loated maximum around 1-2m from the target. If the

distane is larger the ontamination is likely to be too high.

Even though we have pointed out the insu�ieny of the paraxial ray ap-

proximation, we use it here as a �rst step. Through that we aim at identifying

limitations to what an be ahieved with simple optis. For omputational ease,
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Figure 18: The horizontal angular distribution of the pions after passing through

a dipole �eld orresponding to a φ0 = ±1 rad entral de�etion angle. The gray

bands mark a ±δ = ±2 rad aeptane around φ0 where pions are olleted and

ounted.
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Figure 19: Contamination as a funtion of separation angle φ0. The aeptane

is here set to ±0.2 rad.

we use transfer matries to propagate pion through our system of solenoid and

dipole �elds, and limit ourselves to onsidering hard-edge magnets.

Let us start with studying the quarter wave transformer from Fig. 12. This

solenoid doublet transforms the small divergent beam to a large quasi-parallel

beam. In the drift between the two solenoids we plae a dipole �eld that gives a

horizontal kik in a diretion de�ned by the pion harge. We then let the kiked

beam pass through the seond solenoid before we look at the distribution of the

positive and negative pions, respetively. At this point the separation between
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the harges should be su�ient for omplete removal of one of them.

In order to redue the distane from the soure to the harge separation point

we double the strength of the QWT in Fig. 12 and redue the length of eah

element by a fator two. We use a beam with mean momentum p0 = 550MeV/,

initial rms size of 1mm and divergene 50mrad. By adding a ϕ0 = ±0.5 rad kik

between the solenoids we obtain the beam distribution in Fig. 20, here with a

monohromati beam. The harges are niely separated behind the QWT, shown

in Fig. 20(b), and the divergene e�etively redued in Fig. 20(a).
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Figure 20: A stronger version of the QWT from Fig. 12 represented by transfer

matries and with a horizontal kik applied between the two solenoids. The

resulting distribution in horizontal phase spae is shown in (a) and the ross

setion in (b).

When an rms momentum spread of σp/p0 = 0.1 is inluded, the situation

hanges dramatially. We now obtain the distributions in Fig. 21, where the

olor of eah marker indiates the momentum p of the maropartile, given by

the olorbar in MeV/. Note that the kik applied to eah maropartile depends

on its momentum as ϕ = ϕ0p0/p. The dispersion leads to a distortion of the

beam distribution so that the �nal divergene is larger than in Fig. 20(a). The

harge separation is also less lean than in Fig. 20(b).

The overlap between the two pion harges aused by the momentum spread

annot be overome by applying a stronger kik sine that only inreases the

dispersion. It would result in a larger and more divergent �nal beam but not solve

the ontamination issue. With this simple sheme and this rather well-behaved

beam we get about 0.3% ontamination at the soure also for a kik twie as

strong, 1mrad. Sine the real pion distribution is both more divergent and has

a wider momentum distribution we turn next to a more elegant ombination of

solenoid and dipole �elds.

Let us onsider the series of omponents skethed out in Fig. 22. We begin

with a target inside a solenoid whih is responsible for the initial olletion. This
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(a) (b)

Figure 21: The horizontal phase spae distribution (a) and the transverse ross

setion (b) behind the seond solenoid after an rms momentum spread of σp/p0 =
0.1 has been inluded. The olorbar indiates momentum in MeV/.

Figure 22: A blok diagram of the full system, from initial olletion, through

harge separation to �nal fousing.

solenoid should be rather short and with a relatively strong �eld in order to

maximize the number of pions olleted. Following the �rst solenoid we plae

another solenoid with a dipole �eld superimposed. This is the harge separation

stage, where we hoose to ombine a solenoid and a dipole in order for the pions

to stay foused. After the harge separation stage there should be maximum

separation of the two harges. This implies that the length of the separation

magnet should be adapted to the partile momentum so that the partile performs

half a Larmor rotation in the magnet. After this setion we plae an absorber

or possibly a disperser. Here, we make sure that only one harge goes through.

The dispersion generated by the dipole �eld needs to be aneled for the seleted

harge. This is done by adding at least one more dipole, together with more

solenoids to maintain the beam. Finally, when the dispersion is aneled, we

plae a �nal fousing system, probably of the tapered kind. The last stage should

be optimized so that the angular divergene is redued below the kinemati limit

explained in setion 3.1.
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Having a dipole �eld superimposed with a solenoid �eld is equivalent to having

a tilted solenoid, from a �eld diretion point of view. Instead of rotating the

solenoid �eld omponents we handle the tilt by rotating the oordinate system.

A �rst attempt to split the π+
and π−

beams is shown in Fig. 23. Figure 23(a)

shows the phase spae oordinates and Fig. 23(a) the transverse position oor-

dinates of pions at the loation of the absorption. For this ase, the same beam

parameters as in Fig. 21 have been used. The solenoid strengths and lengths

have thus been optimized for a beam with 1mm rms beam size, 50mrad diver-

gene and average momentum p0 = 550MeV, orresponding to roughly γ = 4.
The dipole �eld omponent hosen orresponds to a de�eting angle of 0.74 rad

whereas the tilt of the oordinate system is 0.5 rad. A de�etion angle of 0.5 rad

gave insu�ient harge separation, of the same order as the system in Fig. 21.

After the �eld adjustments were made an rms momentum spread of σp = 0.1 was
added.

We observe that the degree of separation has indeed improved ompared to

the ase shown in Fig. 21. Also the divergene at the point of the absorber is

smaller. Further redution is possible by adding solenoids, thus forming a �nal

fousing stage.

(a) (b)

Figure 23: The horizontal phase spae distribution (a) and the transverse ross

setion (b) behind the seond solenoid whih has a dipole omponent added to

the vertial plane. The same beam parameters as in Fig. 21 have been used

but the �nal divergene is smaller and the ontamination is removed and. The

olorbar indiates momentum in MeV/.

To summarize, we have been able to ollet pions from a small but divergent

soure and turned them into a larger but less divergent pion beam. In addition

we have separated these harges su�iently well for us to remove the undesired

pion harge. We have done so suessfully for a Gaussian pion distribution in

transverse phase spae and in momentum. An rms divergene of roughly 0.1 rad

an be tolerated, and an rms momentum spread of 10% around the peak of 400-
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600MeV/. With large divergene or larger momentum spread the separation is

insu�ient and onsequently the ontamination tolerane of the experiment is

surpassed.

For further advaning this study, it is neessary to abandon the transfer matrix

formalism and turn to full three dimensional partile traking. Based on suh

simulations, in e.g. FLUKA, the onlusion an be drawn on the e�ieny of the

fousing and harge seletion of a pion olletor based on solenoids.

8 Conlusion and Outlook

We have investigated the feasibility of using superonduting solenoids in om-

bination with magneti dipole �elds to produe a pure, well ollimated neutrino

super-beam. A superonduting solenoid has strong advantages ompared to a

van der Meer horn sine it an be operated in DC mode and therefore has a

longer lifetime an be expeted. This also implies that it an aept the full

length pulse from the ESS lina, thus making the aumulator ring and subse-

quent H−
operation of the lina super�uous. It also has disadvantages, suh us

strong requirements on shielding of the superonduting oil, and the �blindness�

to harge when looking at the fousing properties. A note on shielding is found

in Appendix A.

This study has foused on the feasibility of using a superonduting solenoid

for the ESSnuSB. We have investigated the fousing apabilities of di�erent sys-

tems inluding solenoids, as well as looked at possible harge separation shemes.

This preliminary study indiates that the solenoid systems perform well in terms

of fousing but that harge seletion is a hallenge. Together, the two funtions

put a limit on the momentum and divergene aeptane whih does not math

the pion distribution emerging from the target.

We have shown that a ombination of solenoids and dipoles an be used to

fous and separate the harges of pions with an rms divergene of roughly 0.1 rad

and rms momentum spread of 10%. Larger momentum spreads may lead to

ontamination.

This study assumes approximations that are not appliable for larger beams

and larger momentum distributions. Continued investigations should inlude full

three-dimensional traking rather than omputations based on the paraxial ray

approximation. As an alternative to transverse harge separation, longitudinal

separation using RF avities ould be onsidered. The latter would be bene�ial

for a future muon ollider.
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A Shielding of superonduting oil

The oil of the superonduting solenoid must be proteted from pions that elude

the fousing e�orts, through internal shielding. The shielding will oupy the

spae in the magnet bore so that higher urrent is needed to obtain the desired

magneti �eld in the enter. There is of ourse a limit to what amount of shielding

is pratially feasible and we want to early identify the shielding needs.

To this end, I made an estimate of how muh lead or onrete it takes to absorb

the shower from a pion with momentum 1GeV/. A �rst number was obtained

through analytial alulations using a ontinuous slowing-down approximation,

whih arrived at the result of roughly 1m for lead. A Monte Carlo simulation

with FLUKA gave a more optimisti result: 0.4m of lead or 1m of onrete to

stop 90% of the pion energy.

For details, see Ref. [36℄.
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